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Abstract     

The national flag on education policy is formulated by the government of india to 

promote education amongst indian people. This policy covers elementary education to 

colleges in both rural and urban india. The first NEP was promulgated by the prime minister 

of India, Indira Gandhi in 1968, The Second by the prime minister rajiv gandhi in 1986 and 

the third by prime minister Narendra modi in 2020, Which is popular among us by the name 

of new education policy 2020 

Through NEP 2020, not only leraners get qualification but also they got a chance to 

explore their mind in research and Technical fields works, which develops skills in them. 

Now, Students are free to choose their interest based subjects 

Keywords – NEP, promuglated, enterprenaur, universal acceptance. 

2. Objectives of NEP-2020 

The primary objective of this research is to study the growing of mind with skill development 

among students of higher education. The study also captures the first batch of NEP-2020 I.e. 

2021-22 and analyse how they shine up themselves by new education policy 

Research methodology 

This research throws a light on live scenario of students as it includes the ideas and shared 

views of learners of first batch 2021-22 

3. First batch of 2021-22 for NEP-2020 

Here are the views of some students belonging to new NEP-2020 Given. As madhya pradesh 

is the first state who applied New education policy in their education system in higher 

education. We had merged the students from higher education UG 1st Year 

i. Pragya Singh 

From sarojini Naidu Govt Girls  

Autonomous P.G. College  

Bhopal (M.P.) 

Affiliated to B.U. 

 

A B. Sc 1st Year student of batch 2021-22 had said about New NEP-2020 that– 

“The New education policy is likely a newly married bride, by whose entry 

changed the whole education system, and turns it into a lighting era of becoming 

'Atmanirbhar'. 

She also addressed that as being a girl, after B. Sc 1st Year, she all over 

independent to publicing her own business in the field of 'organic farming’ and 
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Create a sustainable development She is thankful to our education system who 

always trying to make finishing in the diamond like student of their nation. 

ii. Asif Mansoori 

From career College  

Bhopal (M.P.) 

Affiliated to B.U. 

An another B.Sc. 1st year student included in the series, Said that– 

“The new education policy not had only flourishing the knowledge but also had 

developed skills to improve our knowledge more and more type “. He said that he 

had learned about coding and web design and also had a website called ' All sport 

club of bhopal' which includes the related information of sports club present in 

Bhopal. 

He heartly thanks new education policy launchers 

iii. Simran singh  

From Govt. Maharani  

Laxmi bai Girls P.G.  

Autonomous College Bhopal. 

Affiliated to B.U. 

One more shining star added in the sky of New Education Policy. 

She addressed that– 

She is a commerce student but also interested in nature and real life forms. She 

loves to spend herself with nature and on her interest based she get horticulture as 

her vocational subject in which they had inagurate themselves by growing 

different shades of flowers in their campus garden. She said that these flower 

inaugurate her and motivate to always spray out into the nature with good 

fragrance and makes the environment much more beautiful. 

iv. Nikita Sahu 

From SNGGA PG College Bhopal 

Affiliated to B.U 

Last but not the least one more is added. A B.Sc 1st Year student who had 

inaugurate about her JOPW work on aquarium maintenance, She said that these 

fish tanks makes herself more skillful and energetic like the fish. She had 

performed a job orientation field project on making and maintenance of aquarium 

in college premises. 

She is thankfull to our particular incharge member of education policy of making 

such great and innovative things for all of us 

4. Analysis of Effects of NEP -20 on Batch 2021-22 of UG 

By going through the above, analysis came across us is that every individual of each stream 

has happy with this another and more interesting than before changes of their education 

system policies. They have said that it will going to be definitely helpful to make them 

enterprenaur to stabalize the moto of “Atmanirbhar Bharat”. 

5. Conclusion 

The policy interacts with the current generation. It enhances their ideas by doing practical 

analysis on their interest based subjects. Learners of Higher Education congratulates 
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themselves for having a policy for their well kind. Through their vocational and elective 

subjects their skill based knowledge enhanced. Students need a profit regarding the change in 

Education Policies are -: 

They want placement orders; job details or ideas for entrepreneurship so that they can able to 

stabilize their own work or get done with some one through their vocational subjects. They 

just mean to say that we are only studying our vocational subjects but going through it’s 

meaning is to have “Own work or Business” So students need that they can be also purify by 

these needs.  

Hence, over all on New Education Policy is not going enough here because it contains a 

knowledge of universal acceptance which we are not able to write it only in words. Our 

whole team of Higher Education along with students being heartly thankful to Government of 

Madhya Pradesh as well as Government of India to publishing a mankind need.  
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